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Once again, farmers across the WA 
agricultural region are suffering from 

false breaks.  Once again, the perennials 
and tagasaste are what many of us are 
relying on to get our stock through this 
period.  A strong reminder as to the value of 
diversifying our pasture systems to allow for 
these ever changing patterns. 

On our place we are doing some work with alternative soil ameliorants which 
is proving fascinating.  We have four soil pits dug across a paddock of Panic 
and Rhodes grass, going down two metres.  In these pits we are seeing the 
roots of the subtropical plants, which have only been in for 2 ½ years, right to 
the bottom of the pits and still going!  We’ll keep you posted with what happens 
at this site as we go along.
evergreen farming and Aglime joined forces this year to send all members of 
evergreen a soil pH testing kit.  As many would attest too, every time a kit is 
brought out at a fi eld day, it has farmer’s interest and attention as we witness 
an immediate indication of soil pH right where we stand.
easy to use, these kits are really useful to get a picture of what’s happening 
in the soil, thus in the plants, in real time.  for those times you stand in the 
paddock wondering why plants are looking like they are struggling, or growing 
well in some parts of the paddock and not in others, members now have a tool 
they can use to start to investigate possible causes.
evergreen would like to thank Aglime for their support and generosity in 
organizing these kits and we hope they are proving useful to our members.  
One member we know of that 
was very pleased to receive his 
kit, sent us this email:
“thankyou for all the work I’m 
sure was involved in organising 
this most useful gift. I have had 
a CSIRO pH kit for at least 40 
years. Only a couple of months 
ago I declared it dead!! It will 
be put to good use immediately.  
thankyou again.” 

 Cheers Bob

are you a member?

Become a member and you’ll receive:
  full access to the evergreen website
  Regular newsletters
  Reduced entry to field Days and seminars
  Access to research results
  the opportunity to host on-farm trials 
and demonstrations.

For more information contact 
the team at Evergreen.

Application forms can be 
found at:

 www.evergreen.asn.au/join.htm

Committee

Contact us

  President 
Bob Wilson, lancelin
P: (08) 9655 1055

   Vice President 
Jim Wedge, Binnu
P: (08) 9936 6366

   Marcus Sounness — Borden 
P: (08) 9827 9288

   Luke Caelli — Ravensthorpe 
P: (08) 9835 7050

   Charlie Hick — Narrikup 
P: (08) 9845 3076

   Rob Rex — Wagin 
P: (08) 9862 6067

   Murray Green — Redmond 
P: 0427 448 701

   Erica Ayers — Esperance 
P: (08) 9078 3030

   Bob Leeson — Lancelin 
P: 0427 474 203

   Executive Offi cer 
erin Gorter
P: 0429 833 752

   Agronomy 
Philip Barrett-lennard
P: 0429 977 042

  Evergreen Farming 
PO Box 231, Kojonup WA 6395

 F:  (08) 9833 7524

 E:   evergreenfarming@agvivo.com.au

 W: www.evergreen.asn.au

Views expressed are not necessarily 
those of the editor or the evergreen 
Committee. farmer experiences 
may not work for all. Disclaimer: 
Mention of trade names does not 
imply endorsement or preference of 
any company’s product by evergreen, 
and any omission of trade name is 
unintentional. 

Welcome
                      from bob Wilson
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Steve Carr, Aglime presents evergreen 
farming Chairman, Bob Wilson, with his kit.  
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Show us 
your tools.

 
Mineral Dispenser

Craig forsyth from Dongara uses these mineral dispensers 
in his water troughs. they screw in to 5, 10 or 20 litre plastic 
containers and slowly dispense both liquid and solid minerals 
into the stock drinking water. Craig adds a small amount of 
liquid mineral mix every few days to ensure his cattle never 
suffer from trace element defi ciencies. they can also be used 
to supplement magnesium and sodium to stock grazing cereal 
crops. In this case the dry minerals are added to the plastic 
container along with water, leaving just enough air to make 
the container fl oat upside down. 

 
low cost     

    portable 
    water troughs
David Cook from Dandaragan, 
uses these small 250 litre 
Rapid Plastic troughs to water 
large mobs of over 300 cattle. 
the key is to have a very high 
fl ow rate of water coming in 
to the trough at all times, so they never run dry. 
the troughs are supplied from tanks on nearby hills via 50 mm 
poly pipe, plus a length of 50 mm lay fl at hose from the hydrant 
to the trough. A camlock fi tting connects the lay fl at hose to the 
hydrant, so the trough can be easily disconnected and moved 
with the cattle. David also uses brass fl oat valves which are 
robust and provide a very high fl ow rate.

Mineral Dispenser
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In annual pastures there has been 
a lot of effort put into developing 

detailed nitrogen (n) and phosphorous 
(P) growth response curves. This 
relationship between soil nutrient level 
and production is crucial to maximising 
the production and returns from 
pastures. However, for Kikuyu and Tall 
Wheat Grass, very little information on 
these relationships exists. As a result, 
DAFWA and the Gillamii Centre decided 
to tackle the issue by carrying out a 
joint trial to test three different rates of 
nitrogen and monitor pasture growth 
rates.  

Trial design
The trial has eight treatments:

1. 0 units of n plus base rates of 
P, K and S

2. 25 units of n plus base rates of 
P, K and S

3. 50 units of n plus base rates of 
P, K and S

4. 100 units of n plus base rates of 
P, K and S

5. 25 units of n with K and S

6. 25 units of n with P and S

7. 25 units of n with double rates of P

8. nil treatment (control).

All plots have been replicated four 
times and have had a basal rate of 
copper and zinc applied. The trials were 
pegged out in established Kikuyu and 
Tall Wheat Grass paddocks. each trial 
was soil sampled before any treatments 
were applied, with basal rates of P, 
K and S applied once each year. The 
plots are cut four times per year and 
then fertilised with n. This means n is 
applied in autumn, winter, spring and 
summer. 

Nitrogen on Tall Wheat Grass
When nitrogen was applied to Tall 
Wheat Grass in winter, the application 
of 25 units of n produced an extra 789 
kg/ha of pasture dry matter, while the 
application of 100 units of n produced 
an extra 2097 kg/ha of pasture dry 
matter. The maximum n use effi ciency 
of 32 kg of dry matter per unit of n was 
achieved at 25 units of n (see Table 
1). This response is understandable 
given the fact that Tall Wheat Grass is a 
temperate perennial grass species with 
reasonable winter production.

Spring growth in the Tall Wheat Grass 
was dramatic following a wet Spring 
at the Ongerup trial site in 2011. The 
n responses were very high with up to 
3506 kg/ha of additional pasture dry 
matter produced with 100 units of n. 

What is interesting is that the difference 
in growth between 50 and 100 units of 
n was small (384 kg/ha over 74 days), 
indicating that we might be nearing the 
top of the response curve for n in Tall 
Wheat Grass (see Table 2).

Nitrogen on Kikuyu
The story for Kikuyu has also been 
interesting. unlike Tall Wheat Grass, 
Kikuyu is a subtropical grass, so we 
expect growth rates to be high in spring, 
summer and autumn and low in winter. 

The response to n over the winter 
period in the Kikuyu has been modest. 
As can been seen in Table 3, modest 
increases in production occurred up to 
50 units of n, after which the growth 
levelled off. Spring was, however, 
another matter with growth rates 
steadily increasing with additional 
applications of n. 

nitrogen use effi ciency in winter 
clearly shows that 25 and 50 units of n 
achieved the best response with 11 to 
12 kg of dry matter produced per kg of 
n applied. This resulted in an additional 

Using nitrogen on Kikuyu 
and Tall Wheat Grass

the benefi ts of incorporating perennial pastures into farming 
systems have been well and truly demonstrated by a number 
of organisations and producers. While there has been plenty 
of work done on establishment and management, one area 
that has been lacking is fertility management.

article by Ronald Master, 
DAfWA, Albany

  Testing of three different 
rates of nitrogen on Kikuyu 
and Tall Wheat Grass 
pastures.

  Nitrogen can be used 
to increase dry matter 
production in Tall Wheat 
grass and Kikuyu pastures.

  Preliminary fi ndings 
indicate using nitrogen to 
increase autumn and winter 
production may provide 
benefi ts.

A quick look
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TablE 1.  Tall Wheat Grass nitrogen use effi ciency in winter 
(June to august 2011)   

Units of N 
applied 
(kg/ha)

Total  pasture 
(kg/ha)

additional  
pasture 
(kg/ha)

N use effi ciency 
(kg DM/kg N 

applied)

0 1251

25 2040 789 32

50 2528 1277 26

100 3348 2097 21

TablE 3.  Kikuyu nitrogen use effi ciency in winter (June to august 2011)   

Units of N 
applied 
(kg/ha)

Total  pasture 
(kg/ha)

additional  
pasture 
(kg/ha)

N use effi ciency 
(kg DM/kg N 

applied)

0 613

25 907 294 12

50 1150 537 11

100 1105 492 5

TablE 2.  Tall Wheat Grass nitrogen use effi ciency in spring 
(September to November 2011)   

Units of N 
applied 
(kg/ha)

Total  pasture 
(kg/ha)

additional  
pasture 
(kg/ha)

N use effi ciency 
(kg DM/kg N 

applied)

0 1572

25 2807 1235 49

50 4694 3122 62

100 5078 3506 35

TablE 4.  Kikuyu nitrogen use effi ciency in spring 
(September to November 2011)   

Units of N 
applied 
(kg/ha)

Total  pasture 
(kg/ha)

additional  
pasture 
(kg/ha)

N use effi ciency 
(kg DM/kg N 

applied)

0 754

25 1423 669 27

50 2625 1871 37

100 4080 3326 33

537 kg/ha of dry matter at 50 units of n. 
100 units of n produced no additional 
feed, clearly demonstrating that the 
top of the curve has been reached at 50 
units of n in winter. These responses, 
while modest, clearly show the potential 
of using n to increase dry matter 
production in a Kikuyu pasture even in 
winter.

In spring, the pasture growth rate 
of Kikuyu steadily increased with n 
application rate, with 3326 kg/ha of 
additional dry matter produced over a 
72 day period with 100 units of n. 
Maximum n use effi ciency was 
maximised at 50 units of n, with 37 kg/
ha of additional dry matter produced 
per unit of n applied (see Table 4). The 

data also shows that Kikuyu was still 
responding strongly at 100 units of n in 
spring, suggesting it is highly likely to 
produce additional dry matter at even 
higher rates of n.

Results of the trial so far have clearly 
shown the potential to manipulate 
production in both Kikuyu and Tall 
Wheat Grass with additional nitrogen. 
Additionally no reduction in pasture 
production has been observed when P, 
K and S have not been applied, or when 
the P rate was doubled. This indicates 
that either the levels are adequate or 
that the Kikuyu and Tall Wheat Grass 
have a lower requirement for these 
nutrients. 

The value of additional feed
The value of additional feed to an 
enterprise is of course highly variable. 
However the possibility of using n to 
increase autumn and winter production 
could provide a number of benefi ts. 
While spring feed is usually not limiting, 
the positive responses of both these 
pastures to n in winter shows that it 
would be possible to use these pastures 
more intensively in winter and allow 
annual pastures to be deferred.  

The trial will continue for another 
12 months. The aim will be to gather 
additional growth rate data as well 
as obtaining quality analysis for the 
autumn and spring cuts. The results 
are preliminary and additional cuts are 
needed to ensure that the response seen 
is signifi cant, however the early results 
are positive and will help to fi ne tune 
further management.  

the Kikuyu trial site in 
October 2011. 

ABOVe: 100 kg/ha of nitrogen

BelOW: Nil treatment
(Photos: Mark Waud, Gillamii Centre)
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Don grows 2000 ha of wheat, 
barley and oats as well as lupins 

with the occasional canola crop when 
seasonal conditions allow.  He has a self 
replacing merino fl ock of about 2000 
head, which is pretty standard, but it is 
the way that he grazes these animals 
which sets Don apart from others.  

In 2001, after a critical look at the 
relative returns achieved from his 
cropping and grazing enterprises, Don 
decided a change was needed.  He was 
faced with the decision of getting out of 
sheep entirely, or changing his grazing 
system to boost sheep numbers. The 
stocking rate needed to be lifted without 
cutting into the 2000 hectare cropping 
program and without adverse effect on 
the yellow sand plain soils, which were 
prone to erosion.  

annual pastures
Don began renovating pastures in a bid 
to increase production.  He undersowed 
each grazing paddock with yellow 
serradella and sub clovers.  However, 

regeneration of the new pastures such 
as serradella was terrible in the years 
it was done.  He was frustrated by 
how slowly the feed came away at the 
break of the season, as sheep could 
not be put on the pastures until late 
July.  The legume pastures also failed to 
persist, especially when stressed with 
herbicides used to control broad leaf 
weeds.

Faced with a lack of choice of pasture 
legumes for his environment, Don 
began to search for a more effective 
pasture system for his property.  The 
qualities that were high on his priority 
list were fast early growth so as to 
minimise his autumn feed gap, and 
cheap and effective weed control for 
his dominant weeds (doublegees, 
capeweed, radish and brome grass).

Grazing cereals
Don began grazing oats in 2004 and 
found outstanding early vigour with 
cereals compared to pasture legumes.  
He then locked the oats up at the stem 

elongation stage and cut it for hay and 
grain.  When the oats were harvested, 
he found only a small yield penalty from 
grazing during winter.  

Don also tried growing oats for grazing 
only, however the high costs of seed, 
fertiliser and chemicals meant it was 
uneconomic without the grain income 
from the crops

Over the following four years with 
direction from Grain & Graze I, he tried 
wheat and barley as grazing crops and 
found they grew similar biomass to 
oats, but they were higher value grain 
crops and therefore resulted in better 
returns. under this system he was able 
to start grazing paddocks in early June. 

Don used the Rappa electric fencing 
system for erecting temporary fencing 
around the crops identifi ed for grazing.  
This innovative system allows Don to 
put up and pull down a fence in minutes 
which is crucial when grazing crops, 
otherwise the process can become 
tedious.

Don mainly used varieties that he was 
already growing as these produced the 
best grain yield.  Dual purpose wheats 

Grain & Graze case study: 
grazing crops for profi t

Grazing crops on Don and Paula Nairn’s 
property was born out of necessity. Cropping 
is the mainstay of their farming system but 
they recognise the value in having a mixed 
livestock-cropping system. Historically the sheep 
component of their enterprise was essentially 
a lot of effort for little return.

article by 
Richard Quinlan, Planfarm

Grower:  Don and Paula Nairn

Location:  binnu, Northern 
agricultural region

Soil type:  Mostly sand, 
some loam

Annual rainfall:  300 mm

Enterprises:  Wheat, barley, oats and lupins 
and Merino sheep

A quick look
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were poor yielding in his environment 
and therefore failed to achieve the 
returns of the common wheat varieties 
grown in the area such as Carnamah, 
Bonnie Rock, eagle Rock and 
Wyalkatchem.

In 2004 and 2005, Don was able to lift 
his winter carrying capacity on the 
grazing paddocks from 4.5 DSe/ha to 
7.7 DSe/ha.  

Fodder shrubs
After the drought years of 2006 
and 2007, Don worked on drought-
proofi ng the farm by planting 
tagasaste, including a trial plot of 
the weeping tagasaste on sand plain 
soils. Traditional tagasaste was very 
effective in reducing the autumn feed 
gap, however weeping tagasaste failed 
to perform. Don has also adjusted 
lambing time to better coincide with 
feed availability. This year lambs will 
drop in late June compared to mid May 
in the past. 

In 2008, Don fi netuned the grazing 
system further and concentrated on 
the timing of grazing so as not to reduce 
grain yield.  

Grazing canola
In 2009, brome grass became a 
signifi cant weed in the grazed paddocks 
due to the lack of control options in the 
cereal dominant rotation. To control 
brome grass in 2010, Don trialled 
grazing canola as part of the Grain & 
Graze II project. Results showed no yield 
penalty from grazing canola in these 
trials, so in 2011 Don grew 305 ha of 
Hybrid IT canola (44Y84) and grazed a 
signifi cant proportion of this. Again there 
was no signifi cant reduction in yield 
from grazing.  Grain & Graze II trial work 

in 2011 showed Don was able to extract 
509 DSe grazing days per hectare from 
grazing the canola over a 14 day period.

a 10 year journey
It has been an interesting journey 
for Don, especially in the northern 
wheatbelt where many growers have 
moved out of sheep and have become 
100% croppers. It has really only been in 
the last 12 months when wool and meat 
prices have improved that the system 
has begun to pay dividends.  

It took 10 years and dedication to his 
grazing operation, but Don now feels 
he has found a pasture (in the form of 
grazing wheat and canola) that provides 

the Grain & Graze 2 project is supported 
by GRDC and DAff through funding from 
the Australian Government’s Caring for 
our Country Programme.

acknowledgements

fast early growth and cheap and effective 
weed control.   This system gives Don 
the option to control all the major weed 
issues he faces on his property, while 
being able to graze them at critical 
times during the season.  He also feels 
that grazing is another tool in weed 
control that is not chemical based and 
thus strengthens his cropping operation 
from a herbicide resistance point of view.

Still more work needs to be done to fi ll 
the autumn feed gap, which signifi cantly 
constrains winter carrying capacity, but 
Don feels that grazing crops have added 
another option for increasing grazing 
profi tability.  

fAR left:  Don standing in his 2011 
canola crop a few weeks after grazing.

ABOVe left:  A younger Don in 2003 
with a typical unproductive capeweed 
dominant pasture. 

ABOVe:  Cereals sown between alleys 
of fodder shrubs on erosion prone 
sandy hill tops.

BelOW:  the Rappa portable electric 
fencing system in action.
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Chicory and Lucerne 
under canola: Part 2

A successful fi ve hectare trial of lucerne and Chicory under canola in 2010 
demonstrated to us the potential to establish this valuable pasture mix and 
have a positive cash fl ow in the establishment year. 

article by Marcus Sounness, 
Paper Collar Grazing Co., Amelup

This was reported in the autumn 
2011 edition of the evergreen 

newsletter.  As a result of that successful 
trial our plan was to establish 180 ha of 
Lucerne and Chicory under Clearfi eld 
canola in 2011.  This article provides a 
brief update of the progress made so far 
and explains the lessons that have been 
learnt.  

a bet each way
Two of the questions that were raised by 
our trial were:

1.  Would the hybrid Clearfi eld canola 
suffi ciently out-yield the open 
pollinated Clearfi eld canola to cover 
the extra seed cost? 

2.  Would there be any difference in 
establishment of the Lucerne and 
Chicory between the two crops?

To answer these questions in 2011 
we placed a bet each way with the 
four paddocks that we planted to 
Lucerne, Chicory and canola. Two went 
into hybrid canola and two into open 
pollinated canola. This gave us 90 ha of 
each type to get a feel for the relative 
productivity and suitability for under-
sown pasture.

Refi ning the agronomy package
Multi species planting creates a tricky 
agronomic package and as agronomy 
is not one of my many talents I engaged 
a professional agronomist to assist 
me with this problem. As mentioned 
in my previous article the herbicide 
Raptor is used to control wild radish in 
this system. Previously I had targeted 
two leaf radish which was effective but 
hard on the very small (less than third 
trifoliate) Lucerne. This year I 
opted to target four to six leaf 
radish to allow the Lucerne to 
develop its herbicide tolerance (at 
the third trifoliate). The downside 
of this approach is the potential 
to only achieve suppression 
of wild radish and potentially 
develop resistance to this 
chemical (see right). 

As I am planning a longer pasture 
phase (3–4 years) I believe that 
the grazing will reduce the 
herbicide resistance scenario as 
there will be less use of selective 
herbicides during the pasture 
phase. My sheep also select the 
wild radish heavily reducing seed 
set in the pasture phase.

As the application of Raptor was being 
delayed in 2011 it meant the grass 
selective had to go on fi rst. This was 
necessary to control the ryegrass and 
prevent yield loss in the canola and 
excess competition for the perennial 
seedlings.

These two herbicide strategies appear 
to be the key in refi ning this tricky 
agronomic package. Apply the grass 
selective herbicide fi rst to protect the 

Yellowing wild radish plants following 
application of Raptor
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system but what of the pasture 
establishment? Well the pasture 
looked excellent post harvest and 
was grazed twice over the summer 
(see top left). 

Increasing productivity
To get the most out of these 
paddocks in the early stages of 
their pasture phase (2012) we have 
opted to sow 60 kg of barley and 
30 kg of Agfl ow into the dry soil 
after the perennials were grazed 
off. This is to maximise the early 
feed produced in the paddock 
where the availability of other 
annual grasses might be low. With 
high stocking rates and a profi table 
sheep operation we need to make 
the most of our pasture paddocks.

Plans for 2012
This year we plan to sow a further 
114 ha to the Lucerne, Chicory and 
canola mix. We will keep the agronomy 
package the same but just increase the 
pasture seeding rates slightly.  
We will aim for 3 kg/ha of Lucerne and 
1 kg/ha of Chicory to allow for problems 

with staggered emergence of this small 
seed. But most importantly we are 
looking forward to the increased animal 
performance off this fantastic pasture 
combination.  

Under the canola crop

canola yield and the young Lucerne 
and Chicory seedlings. Then apply the 
Raptor later once the Lucerne has 
reached the third trifoliate stage of 
growth.

Results
We were very happy with both the 
establishment of the pasture and the 
canola yields in all of the paddocks. As 
you can see by the photo the crop looked 
impressive (see above).

What is going on under a heavy canola 
crop like this one? When the leaves drop 
off the canola during pod fi ll, more light 
gets let in and the perennial seedlings 
start to grow up through the crop (see 
right).

We had a bet each way but our 
money was on the hybrid outyielding 
the open pollinated crop. This was 
understandable, as you can see by the 
swath rows the hybrid crop looked great 
(see top right).

The bottom line
So what was the bottom line of this 
combination? The hybrid canola did 
indeed outyield the open pollinated 
canola. The hybrid paddocks yielded 
around 1.7–1.8 t/ha while the open 
pollinated canola yielded around 
1.4–1.5 t/ha. The extra 300 kg making 
the hybrid crop worthwhile even with the 
extra seed cost. How did it compare to 
the rest of our canola? The average for 
all our canola (both Clearfi eld and TT) 
was 1.33 t/ha. So this system is above 
the average for the farm.

Perennial establishment
So the crop is profi table and competes 
well with the Triazine Tolerant canola 

Open pollinated clearfi eld canola crop

ABOVe: Hybrid canola 
undersown with lucerne 
and Chicory

fAR left: Productive 
pasture ready to graze
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The sand country profi le is 
10–12 cm of grey non-wetting 

sand with some evidence of plant roots 
then 2–3 cm of fi rmer grey non-wetting 
sand before running into good yellow 
sand.

It appears that the plant roots would 
not grow through the second sand layer 
because of some structural reason 
(maybe acidity?) as it did not seem 
to be a very hardpan preventing root 
penetration.  

After having attended some evergreen 
Field Days at Grant Bain’s at Walkaway 
and Bob Wilson’s at Lancelin, and 
observed what they had achieved on 
light country, Tom began trying to 
establish subtropical perennial grasses 
in 2006.

Modifi ed machinery
He modifi ed an International A61 
culti-trash undercarriage by removing 
the rear row of discs, spacing the front 
row to 0.5 m and fi tting press wheels.  
He also put on two scalloped discs 
on one end to see if they made any 
difference but they don’t appear to have. 
It is a relatively cheap and very effective 
machine.

His earlier efforts at growing perennials 
were very mixed. They ranged from 
total failure through to reasonable 
establishment. There was enough 
successful areas and good growth to 
give Tom the confi dence to persist but 

after some areas had been reseeded 
twice and still not getting as good a 
coverage as he wanted he started to 
doubt whether it was fi nancially viable 
trying to grow perennials on that 
particular country.

Handling the sand 
with mouldboarding

tom and Kay purchased their 800 ha property in 
2002. It has approximately 200 ha of very light 
sandy ridges interspersed with small areas of 
quite good swampy fl ats with a reasonably high 
water table.

article by  Bob leeson

Very poor establishment in the strip that wasn’t Mouldboard. 
(Photos: Bob leeson)

Grower:  Tom and Kay Kelly

Location:  Mogumber, Northern 
agricultural region

Soil type:  Sand

Annual rainfall:  550 mm

Enterprises:  Sheep and cattle

A quick look
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Mouldboard ploughing
However in 2011 he got talking to a  
chap about mouldboard ploughing and 
after a fair bit of consideration decided 
to give it a trial.  He had a contractor 
come in and plough 12 hectares, he 
then sowed across the plough runs with  
8 kg/ha of evergreen northern Mix and 
without fertiliser. The results have been 
astounding compared to the control 
strip that was left unploughed. 

By ploughing it has enabled the seed to 
go directly into the yellow sand which 
made a far better seed bed and was 
less prone to getting buried too deep by 
any winds.

I discussed with Tom about the sowing 
rate which was way over the top. 
Apart from being expensive, that rate 
of seed numbers is not sustainable. 

While there might be an excellent 
germination the plants will naturally 
thin out due to availability of nutrients 
and more importantly moisture. The 
recommended rate of 4 kg/ha of 
evergreen northern Mix is more than 
adequate under reasonable sowing 
conditions.

The mouldboard ploughing has 
certainly added to the cost of 

establishment, but nothing compares 
to an inadequate plant density or 
total failure. With the stand Tom 
has now, with good management he 
can look forward to many years of 
increased production and major soil 
improvement. This is not also taking 
into account the personal satisfaction of 
‘getting it right’.   
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GET TEN YEARS OF 
BIOMASS IMAGERY 
AT A DOWN TO 
EARTH PRICE.

To celebrate the launch of FERTlogic in WA, CSBP is offering 10 years of biomass data for just $2/ha 
(capped at $2,500 per annum with minimum of 500ha required). With this information, you can determine 
the extent of your variability, and importantly, whether it’s consistent year-to-year. There are still limited 
places for the FERTlogic program this year. To fi nd out more, contact your local CSBP area manager. 

Discover if you have consistent variability.

Minimise waste. Maximise profit.

Discover if you 
have consistent 
variability.

CSBP is offering 10 years of 
biomass data for just $2/ha 
capped at $2,500 per annum 
(minimum of 500ha required).

There are still limited places.To 
find out more contact your local 
CSBP area manager or visit 
www.csbp-fertilisers.com.au.
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GET TEN YEARS OF 
BIOMASS IMAGERY 
AT A DOWN TO 
EARTH PRICE.

To celebrate the launch of FERTlogic in WA, CSBP is offering 10 years of biomass data for just $2/ha 
(capped at $2,500 per annum with minimum of 500ha required). With this information, you can determine 
the extent of your variability, and importantly, whether it’s consistent year-to-year. There are still limited 
places for the FERTlogic program this year. To fi nd out more, contact your local CSBP area manager. 

Discover if you have consistent variability.

left:  excellent perennial pasture 
establishment following mouldboard 
ploughing.

RIGHt:  the modified culti-trash 
combine that tom uses to sow perennial 
pastures.
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Custom Composts director 
Dave Cullen says it is 

important that growers understand 
the results were achieved with 
Balance® organic carbon pellets, 
developed over eight years of 
rigorous testing. Independent 
agronomist Deb Archdeacon 
has followed the roots of this 
story for the past four years and 
provides information and insight 
into the reasons behind this bold 
statement.

There are an increasing number of 
researchers and companies who 
now believe that there is plenty going 
on under the ground that is really 
important to soil health and productivity. 
We tend to ignore this phenomenon 
because we can’t see it or don’t 
understand it. Crop yield is generally 
used as the most important barometer 
for success, we can see it and we can 
measure it — but at what cost do we 
ignore other important indicators? Soil 
degradation and loss of productivity is 
one of the greatest problems faced by 
agriculture. What goes on under the 
ground is a vital part of growing healthy 
crops and building healthier and more 
resilient soils that can hold and cycle 
moisture and nutrients more effi ciently. 

This project was motivated by a 
broadacre farmer whose interest 

in improving ‘soil biological fertility’ 
sought to fi nd a mechanism to deliver 
small but concentrated amounts of 
a compost derivative ‘down the tube’ 
into the fertiliser/seed furrow.  He 
believed like many others, that reducing 
fertiliser rates, increasing the use of 
organic matter, improving plant root 
growth and helping soil microbes to do 
their job were fundamental components 
of soil fertility that we had lost over 
years of myopic chemical farming. After 
all, we all want and expect rhizobia to 
fi x nitrogen, but what about all the other 
soil organisms that are waiting in the 
wings to do their bit?  

The journey began
Pelletised compost product 
development began in earnest in 
2002 with the fi rst fi eld trial in 2003 
demonstrating signifi cantly bigger 
root systems and no yield penalty 
where the pellet had been used with 
25% basal fertiliser. Much work 
was focussed on understanding the 
mechanisms responsible for the 
result and engineering a concentrated 
organic carbon formulation which 
would be successful across both wide 
geographical ranges and diverse soil 
types. It was important to understand 
the optimal proportion of inorganic 
fertiliser to use to attain reliable results 
where yields and quality could be 
maintained without a penalty. early farm 

trials conducted with the Mingenew 
Irwin Group and WAnTFA from 2005 to 
2008 showed no yield penalty between 
treatments where this pelletised 
compost had been used at various 
rates, but it was unclear exactly why.

York trial 2007
In 2007 intensive farm trials began 
at York and these replicated trials 
compared ‘usual farmer practice’ with 
the incorporation of pelletised compost. 
The trial was designed to see what 
effect replacing either a quarter or a 
half of the usual starter fertiliser rate 
with pelletised compost would have 
on crop yield, root growth and soil 
biology.  In this trial the results showed 
increased yields, as well as larger 
roots, mycorrhizal root colonisation 
and microbial biomass (see Table 1). 
Analysis of plant sap at six weeks (data 
not shown) showed signifi cantly greater 
levels of nitrate and phosphorous 
(p≤0.005) and potassium and 
magnesium (p≤0.05) in the sap of the 
pelletised compost 50:50 treatments.  
These trials were conducted following 
a lupin crop on a good York Gum loamy 
soil in a year of average rainfall. It is 
well acknowledged that wheat yields 
are greater after a lupin crop. The data 
seems to suggest that the use of this 
pelletised compost may improve access 

Reducing upfront 
phosphorus by half 
with compost

Recent media articles reporting the benefi ts of applying 
a ‘micro dose of compost’ and the associated reduction in 
the use of chemical upfront phosphorus by half has caused 
much interest in both farming and academic forums. 

article by Deb Archdeacon

  Soil degradation and loss 
of productivity are two of 
the greatest problems faced 
by agriculture.

  Pelletised compost may 
present an opportunity to 
improve soil health and 
productivity.

  Trials using pelletised 
compost in conjunction 
with conventional fertilisers 
is demonstrating promising 
results.

A quick look
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to nutrients left from a preceding 
legume crop.

York trial 2008
In 2008 the York farm trials moved to a 
poorer sandy soil with lower P, cation 
exchange capacity and carbon levels. 
usual farmer practice of 80 kg/ha of 
Compound fertiliser was compared 
to 40 kg/ha Compound plus 40 kg/ha 
pelletised compost and half the rate 
(40 kg/ha) of Compound fertiliser on 
its own.  These trials tested crop yield, 
shoot and root fresh and dry weights, 
microbial biomass and root colonization 
by Mycorrhizal Fungi in wheat after a 
previous canola crop. Mycorrhizal root 
colonisation, root fresh weight and 
microbial biomass were significantly 
higher in the pelletised compost 
treatment. Yields were not significantly 
different in any treatment.  

The impact of urea
In 2009 the York wheat farm trials 
remained on the poorer sandy soils 
and included two additional treatments 
to test the impact of urea application 
timing on crop yield. urea applications 
were nil, 60 kg/ha immediately after 
seeding and 60 kg/ha six weeks after 
seeding. The trial showed that urea 
application timing did impact on yield 
(see Table 2, page 14). Simultaneous 
uWA 2009 pot trials confirmed that 
up front urea applications reduced 
microbial biomass, mycorrhizal root 
colonisation and root weight. However 
where pelletised compost was 
applied, the impacts were less severe. 
Interestingly, mycorrhizal colonisation 
doubled where pelletised compost was 
used in the urea at six weeks treatment. 
This suggests that mycorrhiza may be 
buffered from the effects of chemical 

fertiliser by pelletised compost. 
Increased mycorrhizal colonisation 
was also demonstrated in the second 
set of 2009 pot trials where pelletised 
compost was used. 

Katanning demonstration
In 2011 farm demonstrations in 
Katanning showed that halving upfront 
fertiliser and replacing it with pelletised 
compost maintained or improved yield 
(no replicated trials). Testing across the 
sites demonstrated an 8.2% increase 
in root mass at six weeks. A field walk 
during the year showed an increased 
root mass in the pelletised compost 
treatment (see photograph centre 
above). early tissue analyses showed no 
significant difference in nutrient levels 
between the standard practise fertiliser 
(70 kg/ha MAP) and the 50% Compound 
+ 50% pelletised compost treatment.

Farmer feedback
Farmers across the wheatbelt have 
incorporated pelletised compost as 
part of their program for several years. 
One farmer from Bindi Bindi has used 

ABOVe:  Adrian Richardson of Katanning shows the larger root mass (on right) of 
oats achieved with pelletised compost.   (Photos courtesy of Custom Composts)

TablE 1.  2007 York trial results    

Treatment
Yield  

(t /ha)
aMF root 

colonisation 
(%)

Microbial  
biomass   

(ug/g)

Root dry 
weight  

(g)

Shoot dry 
weight  

(g)

100 kg/ha Compound 4.18 b 8.77 b 8.75 c 0.14 b 0.28

75 kg/ha Compound + 25 kg/ha Balance® 5.05 ab 12.34 b 14.14 b 0.17 ab 0.29

50 kg/ha Compound + 50 kg/ha Balance® 5.83 a 27.03 a 22.36 a 0.19 a 0.31

Compound = Macro Pro extra (9.7% n, 11.2% P, 11.2% K, 10.2% S, 0.1% Cu, 0.2% Zn)
Crop: Yitpi wheat.  Previous crop: Lupins
Soil type: loamy duplex; OC 1.84%; TCeC 5.3; pH (CaCl2) 4.8; Colwell P 57 mg/kg
Growing season rainfall: 338 mm
urea applied 6 weeks after sowing at 80 kg/ha across all treatments
Yields with different letters are significantly different at p≤0.05.
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pelletised compost for the past four 
years and is confi dent that it works. 
His yields have been on par every year 
when he compares his normal rate 
of Compound fertiliser with half the 
rate plus 50% pelletised compost . 
Improvements in barley protein and 
colour have been seen, and in 2010 
pea root growth and nodulation was 
signifi cantly greater in the pelletised 
compost treatment. 

Rob Grylls from Bencubbin who has 
used pelletised compost for the last 
three years has stated that “After 
using Balance® in conjunction with 
conventional MAP based fertiliser across 
all of our 2700 ha programme last year, 
I have seen a signifi cant improvement in 
cereal crops grown on wodjil sand type 
soils. Root growth, even in barley which 
dislikes acidity more than wheat, is very 
impressive in the top 20 cm, while below 
that where ph decreases to 4–4.5, root 
growth falls away. However, the roots 
are so prolifi c in the topsoil that the 
crops are growing and producing above 
expectations”. Rob used the minimum 
6n and 5P upfront as suggested. 

Another large farmer from near 
Cadoux has also used pelletised 
compost for three years and has found 
improvements in crop establishment in 
salt affected country and last year was 
very happy with his crop of Magenta 
wheat using pelletised compost. 

TablE 2.  2009 York trial results    

Treatment Yield 
(t /ha)

100 kg/ha Compound 2.22 bc

50 kg/ha Compound 1.59 c

50 kg/ha Compound + 50 kg/ha Balance® 1.93 bc

100 kg/ha Compound + 80 kg/ha urea (at seeding) 2.40 bc

50 kg/ha Compound + 80 kg/ha urea (at seeding) 2.28 bc

50 kg/ha Compound + 50 kg/ha Balance® + 80 kg/ha urea (at seeding) 2.59 b

100 kg/ha Compound + 80 kg/ha urea (at 6 weeks) 3.45 a

50 kg/ha Compound + 80 kg/ha urea (at 6 weeks) 3.66 a

50 kg/ha Compound + 50 kg/ha Balance® + 80 kg/ha urea (at 6 weeks) 3.46 a

Compound = Macro Pro extra (9.7% n, 11.2% P, 11.2% K, 10.2% S, 0.1% Cu, 0.2% Zn)
Crop: Wheat.  Previous crop: Wheat
Growing season rainfall: 277 mm
Yields with different letters are signifi cantly different at p≤0.05.

Summary
As more and more farmers are looking 
for alternatives to restore soil fertility as 
a means to reduce input costs and the 
risk of crop losses through moisture 
stress, pests and disease pressure, 
pelletised compost appears to offer 
a simple and practical mechanism to 
work towards this.  

For further information FREE CALL 1800 007 333 or contact
Matt Lane Regional Business Manager
Mobile 0418 191 060     Email mlane@heritageseeds.com.au

Quality Temperate, Tropical and Sub-Tropical Pasture Seed means not only 
a better quality pasture  but also a healthy more productive animal.

OUR PASTURE
SEED HELPS
PRODUCE THE
BEST RESULTS

Quality Temperate, Tropical
& Sub-Tropical Pasture Seed.

www.heritageseeds.com.au
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With many years 
of experience 

between the two of them 
in establishing, managing 
and grazing these pastures, 
they have been able to 
answer many questions 
and help advise farmers on 
the most suitable plan for 
their own farm and grazing 
systems.

each farmer has received 
a written report with the 
details from the visit for 
them to refer to as they put 
their plans into action.  In some cases, 
there has also been the opportunity for 
follow up phone advice.  This project has 
enabled Phil and Paul to visit a variety 
of farmers with a variety of needs and 
experience.  There are those that are 
new to growing perennials and the visit 
has helped get them set on the right 
path to help increase the likelihood 
of a successful establishment.  Then 
there are those that have experience 
in growing perennials already, but 
are for example,  trying a new variety 
or wanting to work in different soil 
types so are seeking a visit from an 
experienced adviser on the fi ner details 
of what they are attempting.    

article by erin Gorter

through our Caring for our Country funded ‘Show us 
your Grass’ project, Phil Barrett-lennard and Paul 
Omodei have been out to a number of farms around 
the state, advising farmers that are putting in new 
stands of perennials this year and/or next year.   

Kikuyu 
Stands the test 
of time.

Kikuyu Seed Suppliers
Tamgaree Pastoral Company
Morgan and Debbie Sounness

m:  0427 471 057
p:  (08) 9847 1057

www.tamgaree-kikuyu.com.au

there are still opportunities 
to be involved if you would like 
a visit from either of the agVivo 
advisers, so, for more details 
please contact: 
Erin:  0429 833 752 
or Phil:  0429 977 042.

PBl (left) and Callum Scott from eneabba looking 
for serradella seedlings
Photo courtesy: Jennifer Bairstow, West Midlands Group

PBl (right) with Scott treloar inspecting 2011 sown subtropical perennial grasses west of CarnamahPhoto courtesy: Jennifer Bairstow, West Midlands Group

Farm visits in action

Inspecting Gavin Haywood’s converted culti-trash 
combine at a Moore Catchment Council / evergreen 
perennial pastures fi eld walk
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Show us 
your grass.

 
Tall Wheat Grass and Saltbush

Aaron edmonds from Calingiri sowed this low lying paddock 
to a mix of tall Wheat Grass and frontier Balansa Clover in 
2010. they both struggled in the very dry conditions but the 
tWG survived and the Balansa set some seed. In 2011 rows 
of Old Man Saltbush were added and with the much better 
season both the tWG and Balansa fl ourished.

 
No-kill cropping into Kikuyu

Sam lehmann has been planting Kikuyu on his farm at the 
base of the Stirling Ranges south west of Cranbrook. the cold 
weather sees Kikuyu growth slow right down in winter, so 
last year Sam scratched some oats in to this paddock at the 
end of seeding to bolster winter production. He used his DBS 
bar fi tted with coulters which did a good job. Sam reckons 
late winter and early spring production was greatly enhanced.

 
Harvesting Tall Wheat Grass

Geoff and Bev Kowald of Katanning planted their fi rst 
paddock of tall Wheat Grass in 2010. the establishment was 
excellent despite the dry season and it has now transformed 
this previously saline and unproductive paddock. the tWG 
went mad following the wet spring and early summer of 
2011, so they locked it up to harvest seed.

 
Tagasaste and Veldt grass

trenton and Rachel Browne from Nyabing sowed this poor 
sandy paddock to alleys of tagasaste and an inter-row pasture 
of Veldt grass, Cocksfoot and Kikuyu in late June last year. 
With the wet spring and summer all the perennials fl ourished, 
but none more so than the Veldt grass, which is making a bit of 
comeback across the Great Southern due its ability to grow on 
acid sandy soils that are unprofi table to crop. 

Photo taken 23rd March 2012

Photo taken 2nd May 2012

Photo taken 21st March 2012

Photo taken 17th April 2012

P e r e n n i a l  s u c c e s s  i n  w h o l e - f a r m i n g  s y s t e m s

Photo courtesy: Rachel Walmsley, Moore Catchment Councill


